**5TG We Wish**

We wish
That we will make a lot of new friends.
That we could have a class pet.
That we would get better at math.
That we could have more assemblies.

**We wish**
That we will have FUN!
That we will write neater!

*That the school bus could have FLAMES painted on it!*

**We wish**
That there was no such thing as bullies.
That we wouldn’t have ANY bullying in school.
That we could eat outside.
That every kid would have a chance to do things.

**We wish**
That we would get better at reading.
That we would get good grades.

*That we could have school at NIGHT and sleep in every day!*

**We wish**
That we will have fun on our field trips.
That everyone would be accepted.

**WE WISH YOU A MERRY CHRISTMAS?!**

That we could get orange juice for lunch.
That we could have bigger milk cartons.

**We wish**
That everyone was treated with respect.

**WE WISH,**

WISH, WISH,

WISH, WISH!